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â�° â�°. TAINTED .â�° â�°. ♥ Dark Knights Book 1 ♥ â�° By Natasha Thomas â�° LOCKE… From the outside
looking in, my life is as close to perfection as it gets. Women throw themselves at me, more money than I
know what to do with, great friends, a family who loves me, and a daughter who is my entire world. But
behind closed doors, my life is a f*cking mess. SCARLET… Stripping wasn’t at the top of my list when I
considered my dream job. But the power I feel, the rush I get from being in control on stage while bringing
their fantasies to life is addictive. LOCKE… When Nate told me he wanted to check out the new talent at our
friend, Dray’s strip club Tainted, I was all in. I couldn’t think of a better way to kick back and relax than
drinking, celebrating, and watching a bunch of half-naked women dancing for our viewing pleasure. But that
was before I realized she would be there.
The one woman that could break my self-imposed no attachments rule. SCARLET… He is beautiful.
Raw power, masculinity, and sex appeal at its finest. His eyes don’t leave mine for a second while I dance for

him.
And yes, this dance is definitely for him. However, beneath the look of hunger in his eyes is something else.
Something darker. Everything about him screams run; but where? Away from him, or straight into his arms?
LOCKE… Few things in life are certain, but I can assure you, the fact that I’ll stop at nothing to make Scarlet
mine is one of them. Whether she likes it or not, I’m coming for her. ***Please Note:*** This book is
intended for mature readers over the age of 18. It contains coarse language, explicit sex scenes, violence, and
content that some readers may find offensive some readers. .••. Also by Natasha Thomas .••.
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